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Jargon
By Maurice E. Peloubet

Every student of accountancy is ambitious. No one could
complete the laborious preparation for professional work without
the spur of an overmastering will to succeed. At the same time
every young man or woman must indulge in a little day-dreaming.
But the accountancy student should regulate his dreams; he
should describe his ambition becomingly.
I hope no student will ever vision himself contacting an out
standing figure of the sanitary industry with which he had been
associated in a minor capacity in regard to severing his connection
with a view to associating himself professionally with a firm of
business councillors, thus affording himself a field of endeavor
where his ability to personalize facts and figures, to apply the acid
test to situations, to overcome executive sales resistance and to
evaluate the factors of modern business would have full scope and
where he could eliminate the complexes of management and per
sonnel that were inhibiting the progress of the enterprises availing
themselves of his services.
Such a day-dream sounds more like a nightmare. The words are
English or at least are formed from English words, but the effect
is not that of clear and simple English. How much better it
would have been if the ambitious youngster’s revery had taken
the form of imagining himself telling the president of the plumbing
supply dealers for whom he worked as a clerk that he wished to
leave them to join an industrial engineering firm where he could
use his ability to present facts and figures graphically, to analyze
situations and to influence executives and where he could show the
management and staff that their fears of change in accepted
methods were groundless.
We all think in words and anyone who thinks in the words of
the first day-dream is thinking loosely, in words which are bor
rowed, misused, malformed and indefinite. No one can have
clear and definite ideas which he wishes to express plainly, forcibly
and unpretentiously and still prefer the gaudy diction of the
third-rate advertising man, the clap-trap technical terms of a
half-understood psychology or the flat and spurious elegance
attained by using a long and indefinite word in place of a short
and clear one.
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There are several reasons why accountancy students need a
warning against the temptation to write and, less frequently, to
speak in the repulsive and almost meaningless jargon of the
pseudo-economist, the sham psychologist, the quasi-engineer, the
“merchandising expert” or the “personnel specialist.” These
and hosts of other pretenders have but one claim to attention (and
money): the ability to convince the unthinking or half-educated
that the idea or proposal put forward by the impostor, because it
is clothed in long and unfamiliar words, must necessarily be novel
and important, while in fact it is old and either already in use or
of little merit.
The first reason they should be warned is that, while few writers
of accounting texts wish to do other than express plain facts
plainly or to state sound opinions temperately, the authors have
nevertheless read so many “business” books that they have
become unconsciously infected with the flatulence of the authors
of works on salesmanship, popular psychology, simplified finance
and kindred subjects or, worse, they have recognized their own
literary deficiencies and have attempted to form their style on
these models.
The accountancy student is required to read a number of books
where the content of facts and ideas is of value but where the
style and form should be recognized as something thoroughly bad
and to be rigorously avoided. The student should consider every
technical book to be under suspicion as far as style and language
are concerned as soon as some of the tell-tale signs appear, the “in
connection with’s,” “in regard to’s,” “acid-tests,” “factors,”
“zones” or various kinds of “consciousness.” He should then
take a few paragraphs at random and try to restate them as fully
as they appear in the book but in simpler and fewer words. If
he can do this the style and form of the book is worth less than
nothing, no matter how valuable the facts or conclusions may be.
The second reason for a warning is the tendency of most pro
fessional people to be diffident and over-modest about their gifts
of verbal expression, oral or written. This diffidence leads either
to flatness and triteness—a misdirected effort at simplicity—or to
a shoddy and labored elegance. Most people can talk well when
they know what they are talking about and when they are really
interested in making a point clear or clinching an argument.
Don’t be afraid to write as you speak. Don’t try to write better
than you speak: it will be sure to be worse.
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But why all this harping on style, language, elegance, sim
plicity? Are you going to be newspaper men or novelists? No,
certainly not, but many of you who will read these notes hope to
be accountants, who will have the accounts of important indus
tries, governments, estates or persons under your care or subject
to your review or criticism.
This is a heavy responsibility and in its discharge two things are
required: the facts must be proved and assimilated by the ac
countant and they must then be communicated to stockholders,
governmental bodies, directors, officers or to whomever else the
accountant is to account. This is the third reason to guard
against jargon and flatulence.
Verification and assimilation take more time and require more
mathematical and clerical work, but they are not more important
than presentation. The results of the most complete and careful
audit and accounting work are largely lost if they are not ex
pressed so that the facts discovered or the conclusions reached
by the accountant can be understood by those to whom he is
reporting. The accountant gets at his facts with figures, but he
expresses his results largely in words.
This being so, let them be English words—short, clear and
definite, arranged as they are spoken. Use plain words for plain
facts. Use exact words for complicated facts. The long and
unfamiliar word has its place, but the coined word, the noun
tortured into a verb, the borrowed technicality, the jargon chem
ical term, the misapplied legal phrase or the swelling advertising
cliche have no place in a professional man’s speech or writing.
If he must constantly read and hear jargon let him seek a sure
and pleasant antidote, ready to his hand.
This antidote is, of course, well written English verse and prose.
Verse is put first because in all good poetry—and this includes
much that is not great—simple, familiar words are used to give
strength and depth to the most profound, fantastic, humorous or
pathetic ideas. The poets whose imaginative power is greatest,
whose technical mastery of their art is most complete—Shelley,
Poe, Coleridge, Keats or Thompson—whose thought is most
profound,—Donne, Herbert or Milton—produce their effect on
the reader with simple and familiar words. Their imagination,
their power, the whole new worlds they create, are shown to us by
means of words we all know, but they are so used as to bring out
their full value in meaning, implication, association and sound.
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We can not all use words in this way, but the nearer we ap
proach it the better we write and the more good poetry we read
the better able are we to use words in exactly the places where
they will do the most good.
As for prose, there is much for an accountant to learn from the
18th century when precision and correctness were popular. Jon
athan Swift is always clear and forceful, Sterne is lucid and witty,
Smollett tells a fine tale. There is no great value in a list of per
sonal preferences, as we should all know which books are good and
lasting and which are journalism or jargon bound in stiff boards.
So far as reading goes the accountancy student can not “stay
persistently in the presence of the best,” for he must study num
bers of badly or carelessly written books. What he can and
should do is, first, when he reads jargon or something like it to
recognize it; second, to resolve mightily never to write that way
himself, and third to read as much good poetry and prose as his
many and demanding duties will allow. Thus he may escape the
pretence and vagueness of jargon and be able, when the day
comes, to express the results of his professional work in clear and
forceful English.
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